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Human Identity Summit
Identity is very simple. Identity is a set of characteristics, qualities and
activities. The word identity is easy to grasp. Simply, identity makes up
everything you are, everything you take yourself to be.
Until now, humans have had only primitive tools for shaping identity. The
tools of identity we have used are like building a wagon with no wheels when
what we really need is a spaceship that will travel to all dimensions of time!
The Balanced View has introduced a revolution in human identity because we
have provided powerful tools for shaping identity, tools that have a definitive
result of complete mental and emotional stability plus many other benefits.
This is the first time in the history of human society that there has been
open, widespread access to such powerful tools. This is a very significant
accomplishment for humankind as it indicates the exact direction human
society wants to travel.
Balanced View has discovered that we have a choice about the
characteristics, qualities and activities of our identity. If we practice clarity,
we find that our choice of how we use our body, speech and mind is much
more powerful and comprehensive than if we practice points of view.
The degrading and diminishing aspects of points of view are cleared up
simultaneously in clarity and very powerful energy is released—the powerful
energy of beneficial qualities and activities. In clarity, you are empowered
with characteristics, qualities and activities that you would never imagine in a
lifestyle based on points of view.
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Clarity requires a one-pointed focus and one hundred percent commitment in
order to reap its benefits. With this one-pointed focus, you directly hit the
mark of exceptionally beneficial qualities and activities. Clarity’s very special
means of using the body, speech and mind can be learned wherever you are.
Clarity training is enriched by your own experience. Your own experience is
the site of clarity training.
To be an exceptional person, requires only one pointed-clarity, one hundred
percent commitment, utilizing all the resources of your life to fulfill just this
single commitment. This is the best advice.
If you plant clarity seeds, you will have a clarity field. If you plant other
seeds, then your field will be covered with the traits of those seeds.
Here is another analogy. Throughout the world heads of state take office—
presidents, queens and kings. The same is true for clarity. When you make a
one hundred percent commitment to clarity, it is the moment of coronation,
when you are crowned with the incredible qualities and activities of clarity.
This is the most special moment of anyone’s life—the moment of clarity, the
moment of coronation. A commitment to clarity will enrich you throughout
your life and never fail you. You can count on clarity without fail. This is not
true of anything else.
Your actual capacities of everyday life are represented in your body, speech,
mind, qualities and activities. In clarity, each of these capacities is expanded
and extended to a new kind of beneficial power, purpose and meaning. Each
person on the face of the earth has this exact beneficial power, purpose and
meaning to be found in clarity.
This particular time in human history is the era of information society rooted
in clarity. Clarity is the unifying force for information society. Clarity makes
the future clear—a future of quality, benefit, power and prosperity. Clarity
completely foregoes the ways of the past and everything we have learned
about ourselves and our way of life until now. Clarity is a new intelligence.
When we tap into this new intelligence, we see the world in a completely
different way. Instead of scarcity, we see prosperity. Instead of conflict, we
see cooperative, friendly, powerful relations that produce benefit for society
at large.
There is no other force that can unify information society other than clarity.
Thus, clarity is the call to action for all of society. Clarity is the call to action
because it will give society extraordinary beneficial results, individually and
collectively.
The process of the Balanced View is summed up as threefold: education,
empowerment of clarity and mobilization of clarity throughout society.
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Education refers to a process of preparing for recognizing, empowering and
mobilizing beneficial qualities and activities.
Empowerment is the initial moment of clarity where it is bright and vivid for
the first time—the whole world opens up in 100% clarity and benefit. This
important introduction pervades all of birth, life and death, whether it is
recognized or not. By the power of short moments of clarity, the obviousness
of clarity is increasingly lucid.
The application of the simple techniques of the Four Mainstays fuel a
beneficial lifestyle based on clarity: practice short moments of clarity until
automatic and continuous, enjoy the trainings, a close relationship with a
teacher and the worldwide community.
Each one of the Balanced View Sequences is a specific training and specific
empowerment. The end result of the sequence of empowerments is that you
have been shown all aspects of yourself in their most beneficial form. You
actually feel empowered with clarity and know that it will serve you well as
the basis of your life. In Balanced View, group instruction and individualized
mentoring supports rapid development of your specific beneficial qualities
and activities.
Your lifestyle may change dramatically.
Clarity nurtures all aspects of identity into full-blown beneficial qualities and
activities. Thus, empowerment of very concise, succinct clarity is the fuel of
the Balanced View lifestyle. You have to fuel your vehicle, otherwise you
cannot go somewhere. Similarly, clarity must be relied upon to fuel beneficial
qualities and activities before they can be utilized in service to yourself and
others.
Once you rely on clarity, you are empowered and released from unbeneficial
qualities and activities. In this way, clarity is a process of education,
empowerment and mobilization of beneficial qualities and activities
throughout human society. Clarity is indestructible and inexhaustible. It is
the greatest natural resource.
Our identity changes because it is nurtured by clarity rather than points of
view. Our characteristics, qualities and activities of body, speech and mind
completely change due to clarity. We no longer see life in the same way. Now
we are empowered. We are empowered to lead ourselves and to lead others.
This is the meaning of human identity—the empowerment of the qualities
and activities of body, speech and mind. Body, speech and mind are brought
to the full richness and power of beneficial qualities and activities. Herein is
complete life satisfaction.
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Clarity is a call to action. Human society is championed by the call to action
directed by the power of clarity. Clarity is the fundamental principle and
constitution of beneficial society. We call everyone to join in the
empowerment of society through clarity—the most powerful and beneficial
organizing tool ever created by human society for ensuring prosperous,
collaborative society and community.
By the power of the complete confirmation of clarity in your own experience,
you thoroughly outshine the old definition of yourself. Simultaneously, the
liveliness of benefit takes hold as the standard of your body, speech, mind,
qualities and activities.
Each moment of clarity empowers absolute benefit, individually and
collectively.
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